
Get the FACTS About 

FACTS SIS  
Are you struggling to find a student information 
system that meets the needs of your school?  
Here are some facts that may help. 

More than 5,700 K-12 schools in the United States and worldwide have selected FACTS SIS as their student information system 
provider. We have a 97% customer retention rate and close to 2,000 client schools are high schools or contain high school-
aged students. 
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Does FACTS work with many schools?
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Unlike other solutions that were developed in the early 2000’s, FACTS SIS continues to prioritize product strategy and 
development - with nearly 10x growth in those teams over the past seven years. FACTS believes in customer feedback driving 
development priorities. Various tools, client relationships, and customer support teams all contribute in communicating 
feedback about products, features, and roadmap requests to the development team. YES

Will FACTS keep developing the SIS? 

FACTS’ Premier integration offers sophisticated data connectivity between FACTS SIS and FACTS Payment Plans. It gives 
parents an SSO experience into their Family Portal, where they can see grades, attendance, tuition owed, and school bills— 
all in one place to view, pay, and more. Charge creation flows easily from the SIS back into FACTS financial management, and 
demographic data that is updated in FACTS SIS is reflected automatically in FACTS’ financial solutions. Additionally, enrollment 
processes are streamlined with pre-populated data on forms and payment plan enrollment options available. 

YES

Does FACTS have a fully integrated solution for SIS, enrollment, and billing? 

When FACTS SIS was launched over 20 years ago, it was the original single database solution for K-12 schools. The system 
has undergone significant updates and development since then, but the original design—a single database solution—remains 
intact. With the introduction of Premier integration, FACTS created an incredibly effective and sophisticated billing system, 
and significant development resources continue to work toward the holistic singularity of the FACTS suite of products – 
financial and academic alike. 

YES

Is FACTS SIS in a single database? 

FACTS acquired RenWeb in 2014 and the product was renamed FACTS SIS in 2018. FACTS SIS has over two decades of 
development built into the solution and one of the most comprehensive feature sets in the market. As the first cloud-based 
student information system available for schools, FACTS SIS has a deep institutional history of school management, data 
infrastructure, and feature development.  YES

Has FACTS been in the SIS business very long? 


